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The act stipulated that, after the death of the childless Queen Anne the last legitimate Stuart monarch the
British monarchy should be Protestant and Hanoverian. The Hanoverian era continued through four successive
Georges and ended with the last representative of the line, William IV, who died in The Jacobites supported
the restoration of the Stuarts to the throne. The coming of the Hanoverians to the British throne was not
unanimously welcomed. George I spoke no English and was as much concerned, if not more so, with fostering
the interests of Hanover as with giving full attention to his role and duties in Britain. The major opposition to
the Hanoverians came from the Jacobites, who supported the restoration of the Stuarts to the throne. Two main
Jacobite rebellions occurred, the first in , the second in Both were marked by poor military organisation,
lacklustre leadership and exaggerated hopes of support. Despite some Jacobite successes in battle, the
rebellions were ruthlessly crushed by the British army. Top Political upheaval Britain was governed under a
mixed constitution, achieved through the Glorious Revolution of The monarch ruled in conjunction with the
two houses of parliament. All three parties were closely involved in political decisions. Gradually, however,
the House of Commons and the prime minister assumed more political control than had been the case under
the Stuarts. Parliament existed under an unreformed system until the Great Reform Act of Thus for virtually
all the period from to , members of the Commons and Lords came from the landed interest. Enough of the
existing political system survived to ensure that wealth and land were the basis of power. They were unpaid as
politicians and were elected in open ballots. The franchise was limited to a small minority of Protestant adult
males. Westminster and Whitehall dominated the British political stage, though vigorous political debates
occurred outside their confines. Ireland was granted legislative independence in , but the chief executive roles
in Dublin were British appointees. Two main parties, the Whigs and Tories, were prominent in politics but
there were nearly always over a hundred independent members of parliament who needed to be persuaded on
issues and bills. Radical groups - such as the supporters of John Wilkes in the s; the corresponding societies of
the s; and the Hampden clubs founded in - all pressed for parliamentary reform. But it was not until after the
Napoleonic Wars that a fully-fledged reform movement emerged with a mass platform. The repeal of the Test
and Corporation Acts and the granting of Catholic emancipation introduced political rights for Protestant
dissenters and Roman Catholics. These concessions were followed by the Whig Party introducing, after much
struggle, the Great Reform Act. This revised existing parliamentary constituencies and extended the franchise
moderately, but it did not introduce a secret ballot or parliamentary democracy. Enough of the existing
political system survived to ensure that wealth and land were the basis of power until at least the
mid-Victorian period. The continued exclusion of the working man from the franchise provided the impetus
for Chartism in the later s. Top Population explosion During the Hanoverian era, Britain experienced
considerable demographic growth, the birth of an industrial economy, and extensive social change. The British
population doubled in the century after , from 7. Most of the growth occurred after , and particularly after the
s. Between and , average family size reached five or six children per family, the highest rate in any decade in
modern British history. This surge in population was to some degree the result of falling mortality, which
itself was partly the result of widespread smallpox inoculation in the early 19th century. Improved material
circumstances in industrialising parts of the nation explain the trend towards earlier and more extensive
marriage and larger families. Britain already had a thriving economy in the early 18th century, with productive
agriculture, scientific ingenuity, a strong commercial and middling sector, and extensive manufacturing.
Britain built factories and canals, extended agricultural productivity through parliamentary enclosure,
experienced rapid urban growth, manufactured and patented new industrial techniques, achieved a
breakthrough in fuel sources for energy and traded extensively along its own coasts and with Ireland, Europe
and the wider world. Industrialisation did not affect all parts of the nation equally. Though industrialisation
brought disruption to communities, pollution, booms and slumps and unequal gains, it led in the long term to a
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better standard of living for most workers. Factory work depended on labour mobility, the installation of new
machinery and the allocation of workers to specialised tasks. Domestic industrial work changed over the
generations. Thus groups such as handloom weavers found their work opportunities eroded in the early 19th
century and their wages plummeted after textile weaving entered the factories. Popular education was heavily
influenced by Christian morality. Women were increasingly employed in more menial tasks in industry, while
men assumed the role of breadwinners. In the countryside, women were sidelined from their traditional work
in dairying and found it difficult to secure well-paid harvest work. Religious and educational provision for the
lower classes underwent considerable change. Protestant nonconformity, especially Methodism, gained
adherents and offered more spontaneous, emotional Christian worship than the Church of England provided.
The parish system of poor relief adapted to changing circumstances. Per capita expenditure on poor relief rose
rapidly between the end of the American Revolution in and the aftermath of the Napoleonic Wars. But after
the implementation of the New Poor Law in , relief was more difficult to obtain, workhouses were given a
higher priority, and poor law expenditure was pruned. Sea power White traders inspect African slaves during a
sale, c. An empire based on commerce, sea power and naval dominance consolidated British overseas settler
societies. At the beginning of the 18th century, Britain possessed colonies along the eastern seaboard of North
America, numerous sugar islands in the Caribbean and a foothold in Bengal. Georgia became a British colony
in Britain acquired the Ceded Islands in The triangular slave trade was an important feature of British
transatlantic commerce. She also extended her hold over Bengal and Madras. British oceanic enterprise
provided the shipping, commerce, settlers and entrepreneurs that held these far-flung territories together. In the
Atlantic Ocean, most trade was carried out by private merchant vessels. The triangular slave trade was an
important feature of British transatlantic commerce, taking over three million black slaves as workers for the
plantations in America and the West Indies until the trade was abolished in Trade was backed by naval power
and by efficient handling of private and public credit, including substantial public borrowing via the Bank of
England. Top Britain at war For over a third of the Hanoverian period, Britain was involved in international
wars. The financial means to wage war extensively permitted Britain to forge a global empire. Britain fought
the Americans in their War of Independence - In the French revolutionary and Napoleonic wars - and - , the
British army and navy locked horns with France in Europe, the Caribbean, Egypt and India. The War of the
Austrian Succession had no decisive outcome. The financial means to wage war extensively after permitted
Britain to forge a global empire by that was impressive in its scope and stronger in both the Atlantic and
Indian oceans and around their shores than any other European state had achieved. A Land of Liberty? A
Polite and Commercial People: He specialises in the social and economic history of Britain and her colonies,
primarily in the 18th century, and in music history.
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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Thesetwo books are
textbooks for sixth-formanduniversity students. Bothare lucid,comprehensive, well written,and balanced.
Neitheris concerned overtly togrindanypartypolitical axes. Botharewrittenin thecooltradition whichhas become
fashionable in economic historiography duringthe pastfifteenyears. That is,theyaremoreconcerned with
understanding thewholeprocess of economicchangethan with the sufferings of the workingclasses, the riseof
the parliamentary labourparty, or the horrorsand uglifications of industrialism. Bothauthors
havereadalmosteverything relevant,and havedigested mostof this. Either book could be used as a text or
reference. Both will be useful to university lecturers in otherfields whohavelosta criticaldateorfigure. Mathias
will
alsobea
usefulintroduction
to
manycurrentcontroversies
matterswhich
Stern,in
hisshortervolume,cannottreat. Generally he hasoptedfor description not analysis - sensibly enough,
ashisventures intoexplanation are not always verypersuasive. Mathiasalsoincludes a substantial statistical
appendix ,largelyextracted from Mitchell and Deane. And he usesdiagrams to goodeffect. And thetwoauthors
havetriedto relatetheirbooks to currentconcerns - Mathiasto the development problems of poorcountries, and
Stern to the current British social scene. Here,perhaps, a politicalaxeisindeedbeinggroundsomewhere in the
substructure. Surelya gooddealof Britishaffluence mustbe creditedto rising labourproductivity.
Surely,too,evena
narrativeeconomic
historianshouldpoint
out
that
a
gooddealof
Britishaffluencehasnotbeenearned. The Britishbalance of payments hasbeenin frequent current-account
deficitprecisely because Britishproduction hasnot keptpace with Britishconsumption. In otherwords,Britain
hasbeenborrowingsomeof thefoodshehasbeeneating. Further,whendealing with thiscentury, Stemproperly
stresses the rise of the welfare state,but doesnot tell the reader that, for the employed worker,livingstandards
rosesteeply duringthetwenties andthirties. In short,thelatterpart ofthischapterisratheroutof date. But othersare
strewnwith smallpitfallsfor the unwary. Obviously agriculture couldhaveused moreor cheaper
capitalfundsthanit got- but this is true at all times,in all sectors, for all economies. While
therewascertainlysome over-investment in Britishtransportduringthe nineteenthcentury,it remains tobeshown
whetherornota centrally planned system wouldhaveserved Britain better. If oneconsults therecordof
nineteenth-century France,onefeelsskeptical. In fact, preferentialtariffs werenotused,andempireraw materials
weresoldto anybody whowouldbuy them. I havefoundnoerrors of fact, andthe oddities of interpretation, which
are discussed below,are muchmore excusable, because they arisefrom an honest attemptto useeconomic
analysis in the interpretation of the past. Further,thoughneitherbookoffersmuchnewinterpretation, in
Mathiaseven thespecialist will findmuchof value,because the bookissocogent a summary ofrecent research
andbecause Mathiasissowiseandperceptive a commentator. Fortunately,mostof the time Mathiasuses the fight
economic analysis, and uses it correctly. I recorded onlya few perplexities, and theserelatedmostlyto
money,trade,and capital- the threetrapsin whichcommonsense economics mostreadilyloses itsway. At
onepointMathiasdeems to deny p. The pointrecurs later p. Like most historians and someeconomists, he
sometimes getsa little muddledaboutthe savings-investment nexus seepp. The troubleis partly terminological:
You are not currently authenticated. View freely available titles:
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University of Hull Citation: Indeed, it provides a useful and accessible introduction for undergraduates to what
has been one of the most provocative modern theses relating to British industrialization, namely that
articulated by Eric Williams in his most famous work Capitalism and Slavery. Although not the first to discern
a connection between slavery and capital accumulation - Marx and Hobson, among others, had been there
before him - Williams was perhaps the first explicitly to attribute British industrialization to the gains from
enslavement of Africans in the Americas. A second, equally provocative, theme articulated by Williams
involved the impact of industrialization on British attitudes and policy towards the slave trade and slavery and
included the claim that, contrary to then received interpretation, it was economic self interest, not
humanitarianism, that drove nineteenth-century British antislavery. It is on the first set of issues that Morgan
focuses in his booklet. As Morgan himself observes, the "insights and evidence" offered by Williams in
Capitalism and Slavery are "much contested", though the study still remains "seminal" p. Moreover, others,
including Morgan, have sought to explore more thoroughly than Williams other possible lines of connection
between slavery, external trade and British industrialization. In this respect, the debate between slavery and
the British Industrial Revolution that Williams helped to ignite almost sixty years ago remains very much
alive. Whether, as Morgan hopes, his booklet succeeds in prompting fresh research p. His goal is "to keep
students and teachers abreast of the leading debates" but also to produce a synthesis that "has something of its
own to say" and that is, therefore, a contribution to "an ongoing discourse about the economic benefits of
imperial trade and slavery" p. Specifically, he seeks to address three questions. What financial rewards did
Britain reap from slavery and Atlantic trade in the century or so after ? To what extent did the gains from such
activity stimulate British industrialization? And how far did the Atlantic trading complex provide an impetus
for economic change in Britain? As Morgan admits these "seemingly straightforward questions â€¦ are not
susceptible to easy answers". His search for answers to these questions leads Morgan to explore various issues
as he reminds us that British Atlantic trade not only grew substantially in scale and relative importance
between and but also became "more complex, specialized and interdependent". Two chapters deal specifically
with the relationship between the profits and wealth generated by slavery and the American plantation
complex and British capital accumulation and industrial investment. In another chapter he explores linkages
between American markets and British industry, arguing that "a strong case" can be made for exports to
America "as a generator of growth in the second half of the eighteenth century" p. In yet further chapters he
focuses on the impact of Atlantic trade on British financial institutions and commercial practices and on the
economic fortunes of particular British ports, notably Bristol, Glasgow, Liverpool and London. In the course
of his discussion, he accepts that Eric Williams and his followers probably exaggerated the profitability of the
slave trade and slave plantation complex. He also makes a plea for more detailed studies of slave prices
sometimes used to estimate slave trade profits and of financial links between trade and industry, while also
suggesting that the links between slavery, colonial trade and British industrialization extended well beyond
issues of capital accumulation. For Morgan, the real significance of Atlantic trade lay in its impact on
institutional change, regional and city growth, and the expansion of new industries whose dependence on
export markets for sustained growth was evident even before the close of the eighteenth century. Recognizing
that claims that slavery and sugar made a substantial contribution to British capital accumulation have yet to
be proven p. Morgan accepts that many of the institutional effects of Atlantic trade "are not always
quantifiable", but still insists that they "contributed much to the commercial dynamism of Britain" p.
Evaluating the impact of Atlantic trade - and more specifically transatlantic slavery - on British
industrialization, however, involves more than quantification or accumulating examples of how Atlantic
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slave-based trades appear to have stimulated growth in certain industries, whether in the manufacturing or
service sector. It also involves conceptual issues that Williams and his followers tend to neglect and that,
sadly, Morgan bypasses in his otherwise useful review of the literature. A critical problem for Williams was
his failure properly to locate the British experience of colonialism, transatlantic slavery and industrialization
into comparative perspective - an issue that, for example, Robin Blackburn The Making of New World
Slavery: From the Baroque to the Modern London, and David Eltis The Rise of African Slavery in the
Americas Cambridge, , albeit from different points of view, have recently sought to address. But the
quantitative revolution that since the s has swept through studies of transatlantic slavery, the Atlantic slave
trade and economic history more generally means that there is now much less excuse for not trying to place
the relationship between British capitalism and colonial slavery into a wider international context. In fairness
to Morgan, he does acknowledge this challenge. Indeed, he recognizes that other European nations were
involved in transatlantic slavery and accepts that this "had very small effects" on their industrialization p. In
this respect, he misses a real opportunity to move forward the debate about the Williams thesis and thus to
make the contribution to debates over imperial trade, slavery and the British Industrial Revolution to which he
aspires.
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British Colonial Expansion, The 18th-Century Economy connecting London, vacation center, Spanish
Succession, independent farmers, London docks More than anything else, the economic development of
Britain in the 18th century made possible its military successes and the expansion of its empire. The
establishment of a permanent national debt, funded by the sale of bonds that investors redeemed at a later date
at an increased value, allowed the British government to amass the vast sums necessary to mount military
expeditions of unprecedented size and cost. At the end of the century Britain had more than half a million men
in the military, and the task of supplying and paying them was gargantuan. The War of the Spanish
Succession, which ended in , had cost less than? The national debt rose accordingly. Despite these enormous
outlays for war, and the accumulation of debt, Britain was a richer society at the end of the century than at the
beginning. Roughly, income per capita more than doubled despite rapid population growth. Following the
union with Scotland in , the British population stood at about 6. More importantly, most of that growth had
taken place after in one of the greatest population explosions in British history. Before the 19th century, most
people still lived in the countryside and engaged in agricultural occupations. Agricultural production changed
gradually over the course of the century, but these changes had a profound impact on British society. In the
regions where soil was rich, landowners converted small family farms into large commercial enterprises. Acts
of Parliament allowed them to enclose land and create vast estates where single crops intended for the
marketplace could be grown. New techniques brought increased productivity. Scientists developed new strains
of grasses to restore the fertility of the soil, bred more productive livestock, and pioneered the use of new
fertilizers. Agriculture became a business rather than a means of subsistence, and the owners of small plots of
land gradually became agricultural laborers rather than independent farmers. Although most people lived in
the country, the 18th century was notable for the growth of towns. Ports such as Bristol and Liverpool grew
from the prosperity of overseas trading. Seaside resorts catered to the middle and upper classes, and the resort
town of Bath became a vacation center. In the Midlands of west central England, towns turned to cities as
agricultural workers from the south and east began to migrate north toward the new industrial jobs.
Birmingham, Sheffield, and above all Manchester grew rapidly. But nothing matched the colossus that was
London. Already the largest city in the Western world at the beginning of the century, London continued to
expand, reaching a population of 1 million by It was almost completely rebuilt after a great fire destroyed
much of the city in Eighteenth-century improvements included sewers, water mains, streetlights, and even the
numbering of houses. One out of every eleven Britons lived in the capital. London was the center of every
important institution in the nation except for the universities, which were located in Cambridge and Oxford.
Increased wealth and a rapidly growing population were sustained by the profits of commerce. At the
beginning of the century, Britain still competed on an equal footing with the Dutch, the Spanish, and the
French. Traders bought brightly colored cotton cloth in Asia; they exchanged the cloth in Africa for slaves,
who were brought either to the southern colonies in America or to the West Indies. In the West Indies slaves
were exchanged for sugar, the most desirable of the products of the Americas. The importation of goods from
British colonies and the exportation of these goods all over the world became the key to British prosperity.
Roads were built connecting London to every other center of population, and canals were excavated to connect
inland waterways so that goods could move farther faster. Commerce drove the expansion of the shipbuilding
industry, provided tens of thousands of jobs for laborers on the London docks, and spawned wholesale and
retail trade everywhere.
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The most fundamental dis- agreement concerns the dating of the industrial revolution, but con- troversy also
surrounds a hypothesized downturn in economic activity between the mids and the mids. If historians are ever
to explain the forces making for growth and retarded growth, it is necessary first to know as precisely as
possible when economic activity advanced and when it slowed down. The controversy involving the pace of
growth in the earlier decades of the century centers on the effects of a series of exceptionally good harvests,
running from the s to the s. There is no doubt that these bountiful harvests resulted in the reduction of the
relative price of grains. The question is How did these low grain prices work their way through the economic
system, and what impact did they have on the overall rate of growth? John , has argued that since these grains
comprised a substantial proportion of the diet of all but the wealthiest segments of society, a fall in their price
resulted in an increase in real per capita incomes. Arguing, furthermore, that people did not choose to spend
their increased incomes by withdrawing labor from the market increased con- sumption of leisure , John
asserted that the consumption of a wide range of goods other than necessities increased. All rights of
reproduction in any form reserved. He concluded, We have not proved with certainty that the second quarter
of the eighteenth century witnessed a deceleration of the British economy. But we believe the thesis has been
substantiated beyond reasonable doubt. Agreeing on the date of the beginning of the industrial revolution has
been even more of a problem for economic and social historians. In the words of Crafts , p. See also Mingay
Ashton , Mantoux Writers such as Rostow Flinn , and Hartwell concentrate more narrowly on identify- ing
the point at which a sustained increase in the rate of growth of output began. Thomas felt that foreign trade as
an engine of growth may have been too little appreciated; the quality of the data utilized has been challenged
by Hughes ; and the unreliable technique of visually interpreting time series graphs has been noted by Wright
Whitehead challenged the very notion of a fundamental turning point. For example, Mathias , p. What we are
concerned with in this paper is a test of the hypotheses concerning the pace of growth and turning points in the
18th-century British economy. This will be a limited test in that we address only the first of the above
considerations, but we believe that the extent and overall significance of deceleration and acceleration in the
eighteenth century British economy has not yet been fully assessed. The typical procedure is to divide into
intervals or segments a time series variable which measures a specific economic activity. A re- gression
equation is then estimated for each segment. A standard procedure to test for structural change has been to
employ a dummy variable, where the significance of the coefficient of the dummy implies structural change.
Therefore, structural change has often been viewed as a dramatic, instantaneous shift in economic activity at
the interval boundaries. A major shortcoming of this standard practice has been the loss of continuity in the
functional relationship. Since each regression piece is assumed to be continuous, to assume discontinuity at
the interval bound- aries is both counterintuitive and nonrepresentative of changes in eco- nomic activity. Such
changes may result from technological, institutional, or social phe- nomena. As the name implies, each
regression piece used in the procedure is assumed to be cubic, which is less restrictive than either the linear or
quadratic form. The regressions are joined together by employing three restrictions at their common boundary:
Poirier goes on to develop a test of structural change by comparing the third derivatives of the regression
pieces at the adjacent intervals. If the change in the third derivative from one interval to the next is significant,
then structural change has occurred at their common boundary. Such an occurrence represents a significant
shift in the rate of acceleration or deceleration in the economic activity which the variable measures. Poirier
calls the numerical difference in the third derivatives T tau. Although the significance of r supports the
existence of structural change, further analysis is required to determine the direction of the change. Both the
sign of 7 and the sign of the second derivative must be considered. A positive second derivative and positive T
indicate an in- crease in the rate of acceleration and would represent an unequivocal, positive turning point. A
positive second derivative and negative 7 indicate a decrease in the rate of acceleration, which implies a
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slowdown. Finally, a negative second derivative and negative T indicate an increase in the rate of deceleration,
an unequivocal downturn. Concerning these series they stated pp. The only statistical series we possess which
relates to most of the major branches of British industry in the eighteenth century is that of foreign trade. The
interpreta- tion of these records is fraught with difficulties and, as they stand, the totals of imports and exports
cannot be regarded as a reliable guide to the growth of the economy. Since cotton goods played such an
important role in the 18th century, we have included retained cotton imports as a separate variable. Finally, we
have included four miscellaneous series in an attempt to capture other important economic activity: Table 1
includes the estimated values of r and a test of its significance F test for all 15 variables at all three
hypothesized turning points. Table 2 sum- marizes the results for all variables when the sign of the second
derivative is taken into consideration and comprises the fundamental test of the various hypotheses concerning
structural change in the 18th century. The results for are ambiguous. For a number of important vari- ables,
including net imports, there was a significant decrease in the rate of deceleration. London coal imports also
fall into this category. So far as coal imports represent population growth and the spread of industrial activity
around London coal being a major input in the production of bricks, glass, tiles, beer, soap, nails, and salt ,
they represent a turning around of economic activity in the largest market of the nation. On the other hand,
several important variables witnessed a significant decrease in the rate of acceleration, including the important
total exports and volume of trade variables. It is quite possible that an increase in the demand for home
products was offsetting a decline in foreign trade. A tentative conclusion is that both John and Little have
overstated their cases and that was not a year of major structural change in the British economy. The results
for are somewhat less ambiguous. B See Mitchell and Deane Hausman , Mitchell and Deane A significant
decrease Net imports Total exports Cumulative turnpike in the rate of London coal imports Volume of trade
trusts deceleration Patents issued Retained cotton Timber imports imports Cumulative turnpike Printed goods
trusts Consumer goods index 3. A significant decrease Total exports Candles Consumer goods index in the
rate of Volume of trade Cumulative turnpike acceleration Retained cotton trusts imports London coal imports
Consumer goods index 4. A significant increase in the rate of - deceleration 5. Accelerating but no Printed
goods Net imports significant shift in Paper - the rate of Patents issued - acceleration Timber imports 6.
London coal imports and several other series witnessed a significant decrease in the rate of acceleration. Since
Deane and Cole emphasized trade statistics in their analysis, special emphasis may be placed on these series.
But if this represents merely a return to a level of activity that existed prior to , the result is not so spectacular,
and there is evidence especially for exports and volume of trade that this is precisely what occurred. The
problem is that the increase in acceleration was dramatic in , where all but two of the variables exhibit a
positive shift. Compared to this, the results for seem rather unimpressive. The data are often unreliable,
making interpretation difficult. But we believe we have demonstrated several things: For the purposes of
illustration we outline the cubic spline procedure in the more familiar restricted least-squares form. Let y be
any dependent variable and let x be time. Divide x into k intervals such that within each interval the following
function is estimated. Three constraints are applied at each knot e,,. A piecewise cubic regression is obtained if
1 is estimated without constraints 2 - 5b. A cubic spline is obtained if 1 is estimated subject to all constraints 2
- 5b. A 60 FIG. Volume of trade f. Plot of original data and cubic spline. Plot of second derivatives. We
include here the graphs for volume of trade Fig. The top superimposes the cubic spline on the original data and
the bottom plots the second derivatives. Since one of the continuity restrictions requires that the second
derivatives be equal for adjacent cubic pieces at , , and , the graph of the second derivatives is a straight line
joined together at those years piecewise linear. Table 2 indicates that the volume of trade exhibited a
significant reduction in the rate of acceleration in , and Fig. In fact, the cubic spline demonstrates a transition
from acceleration to deceleration in the period to Another transition in the movement of this variable occurs
in the period to This is indicated by the fact that the second derivative grows from a negative value in
deceleration to a positive value in acceleration. The variable continued to accelerate up to , and there is a
significant increase in the rate at The Industrial Revolution Economic Fluctuations in England The Idea of
the Industrial Revolution. British Economic Gronvh The Origins of the Industrial Revolution. The Rise of
Modern IndustT. Agriculture and Economic Growth in England Deceleration in the Eighteenth Century
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